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Many outside directors have been feasting alongside corporate executives on backdated options,
according to an academic study released Monday.

The report found that 9 percent of all option grants to outside directors from 1996 to 2005 fell on
days when the company’s stock price fell to a monthly low. The study, by professors at Harvard and
Cornell universities and the French business school Insead, concluded that the “lucky grant events”
could not be accounted for by chance.

The study, which named no companies or individual directors, said that about 1,400 outside
directors at about 460 companies were associated with grants produced by “opportunistic timing.”

Stock options, contracts to buy or sell at stock at a specified price, rise and fall along with a stock’s
price. If an option is priced at a stock’s monthly low, the option is likely to rise sharply in value as
the stock price rises.

The presumption among many corporate governance experts is that outside directors not otherwise
affiliated with the company provide independent direction and serve as a counterbalance to “inside”
directors allied with the chief executive.

The report, however, suggested a financial link between some outside directors and top managers.
Directors’ grants “were more likely to be lucky” when top executives were getting stock options at
the same time.

The study also found that the timing of directors’ grants could be attributed largely to manipulating
the dates of grants rather than “spring-loading” grants before a company disclosed positive news
known only to insiders.

The Justice Department and the Securities and Exchange Commission are investigating dozens of
companies, including Comverse Technology, Monster Worldwide, McAfee and Electronic Arts.

The study, conducted by Lucian Bebchuk, a Harvard University professor, Yaniv Grinstein of
Cornell University and Urs Peyer, of the French business school Insead, was based on an analysis of
92,253 grants to 32,139 different directors.


